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admittance The act of admitting someone to enter.
People were unable to gain admittance to the hall.

bout (sports) a division during which one team is on the offensive.
A drinking bout.

double To double the degree.
The double life of a freelance secret agent.

doubled Twice as great or many.
The dose is doubled.

doubly In a twofold manner.
We re going to have to work doubly hard.

entree An entrance, especially a theatrical entrance onto a stage or as if onto a stage.
She made a graceful entree into the ballroom.

individual Being or characteristic of a single thing or person.
She creates her own highly individual landscapes.

indoor Relating to sports played indoors.
Indoor sports.

inmost Being deepest within the self.

inner Innermost or essential.
A speaker s inner thoughts.

innermost Being deepest within the self.
The innermost chamber.

inside Situated on or in the inside.
The inside of the bend.

interior The inland part of a country or region.
The plains of the interior.

internal Inside the country.
The tube had an internal diameter of 1 1 mm.
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inward Directed or moving inward or toward a center.
Move the needle further inwards.

inwardly Within the mind.
Inwardly she was raging.

multiple Numerous and often varied.
Words with multiple meanings.

one Being a single entity made by combining separate components.
They had lunch at one.

only Being the only one single and isolated from others.
Rebellion will only bring more unhappiness.

quadruple A quadruple number or amount.
Oil prices quadrupled in the 1970s.

redouble Double in magnitude, extent, or intensity.
The screaming redoubled.

reversible
(of a change or process) capable of complete and detailed reversal, especially
denoting or undergoing an ideal change in which a system is in
thermodynamic equilibrium at all times.
A reversible chemical reaction.

single A single measure of spirits.
She wrote down every single word.

times A more or less definite period of time now or previously present.
Four times three equals twelve.

trinity The three persons of the Christian Godhead; Father, Son, and Holy Spirit.
God is said to be trinity in unity.

triple Hit a triple.
Two whiskies triples please.

twice Double in degree or quantity.
I m twice your age.

twofold Twice as great or many.
Use increased more than twofold from 1979 to 1989.

unilateral Involving only one part or side.
Unilateral paralysis.

within On the inside.
Enquire within.
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